
Assembly Instructions
Step1:

Step2:

Step3:

Step4:

Step5:

Step6:

Construct the metal tent frame by assembling
metal poles, corners, and connectors as per diagram
for each model.

Failing to do so will
not only make tent cover difficult to fit but may stretch
the seams and will allow emissions of light from the
functioning tent.

Un-zip top & base zipper system from FRONT
SIDE (where has seaHawk logo & see-through win-
dows) all the way to the ends.
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neatly & carefully over all 4 corners of top frame ens-
uring a snug fit.

Slip base section of tent cover beneath assem
-bled "A" poles, and ensure it fits in a neat and precise
manner around the tent frame corners and sides.
Refer pic B.

Carefully close up two large horizontal zipper
systems simultaneously. You may have to push the
upright poles in a bit as you zip around each corner.
Refer pic C.

Attach shallow/ deep bars, water-proof trays,
pouch in place and Nylon fabric straps.

To avoid damage, it’s most important
you check that all the poles are pushed completely in
to each corner/ connector joiner.

But it is important you
leave the zippers on BACK SIDE closed.

ROOF (REFER pic A)

<THIS SHAPE OF TENT CAN ALSO
BE ASSEMBLED FROM THE BASE!!!>
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ITEM NO.:8437 (20mm)
tent size 240x120x200cm:
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Shallow Deep

1)Ensure the tent is clean and dry before dismantling.
2)Make reverse operation as per above instruction. (step 6->step 5 ->step 4->step 3->step 2->step 1)
To ensure your Smart Tent maintains the same"lightproof" quality, always dismantle carefullyand avoid stretching the
seams of the tent cover.

Dismantling of Smart Tent...


